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_____________________________________________________________________________________
F.No. GEM/2021/B/1380099 / PBC

Date: 09.09.2021

NOTICE
This Institute has published a bid on GeM portal vide bid no. GEM/2021/B/1380099 in respect of hiring of
security agency for providing security manpower to the NCR biotech cluster. As per pre-bid meeting a
pre-bid corrigendum was published on the GeM portal vide id no. LIB10510028.

Details of pre-bid corrigendum are as follows:
a. The manpower deployed by the agency is required to be paid bonus in accordance to Bonus act
1965 by the Institute.
b. In specifications, value against Ex-Serviceman should be changed to „optional‟ from „yes‟ for
unarmed security guards.
c. The duty hours of Armed Security guards should be changed to „8‟ from „12‟. As the armed
guards are required on “Round The Clock” basis
d. Requirement of armed guards should also be changed to 4 from existing 2 keeping the weekly off
in mind. Further, the armed guards being Ex-SM may be utilized as reliever to Security supervisor
to provide them the weekly off and no relieving charges will be paid to the agency.
e. In additional terms and conditions, a para should be added as follows

The Institute will subscribe ESIC contribution @3.75% of total emoluments per day.
Therefore, the agency should ensure that the eligible employees are also paying their share
towards ESIC. Further, if an employee becomes ineligible on account of drawing more
wages (>21000/- per month as per existing ceiling), then the agency will be required to buy a
medical insurance policy for that employee having premium equal to or more than to the
ESIC contribution i.e. 4.5% (3.75+0.75) of total wages. The policy should be made available
within 15 days from the date of engagement of any staff and a copy of the same should be
attached along with the following monthly invoice.

Rest other terms & conditions of the bid no. GEM/2021/B/1380099 shall remain the same.
Further, the bid submission date has been extended till 17.09.2021. Prospective bidders are advised to
take note of the same before submitting their bid on GeM.

Sd/Section Officer, THSTI

